
   

 
 

Instructional Support 
October 2016 Newsletter 

Supporting Massachusetts educators to prepare all of our students for success in the world that awaits them after high school. 
 

 
Welcome, Readers!  
  
We are pleased to bring you the first edition of the Instructional Support Newsletter. 
What began several years ago as the Educator Evaluation Newsletter, later 
broadened to the Educator Effectiveness Newsletter, is now your place for the latest 
news about all things teaching and learning at ESE.  
  
As you may already know, the Commissioner recently restructured the Department 
in an effort to bring greater coherence to our policies and programs. I am delighted 
to be leading the newly established Center for Instructional Support, which brings 
together the offices of educator effectiveness, curriculum and instruction, and 
English language acquisition and academic achievement. As these talented teams 
coalesce around a common set of priorities, my commitment to you is that we will 
work with urgency and care to engage with educators, schools and districts in ways 
that promote strong integration across all areas of teaching and learning.  
  
This is an exciting year for us. We are working with faculty and staff from 
Massachusetts educator preparation programs to develop systems and tools to 
support continuous improvement so that the next generation of educators is ready 
to make impact with students from the very start. Panels of talented educators are 
providing feedback on our ELA/literacy and mathematics standards that will lead to 
clearer, more coherent expectations for students. A similar effort to revise the 
history and social science standards will begin in January. We continue to support 
educators to develop the skills necessary to close the persistent gap in academic 
proficiency experienced by our English learner students. And, we are rolling out new 
tools to support evaluators in providing consistent, actionable, and high-quality 
feedback to educators.  
  
Be on the lookout for this newsletter every other month for stories about the great 
work happening in our schools, updates on new resources and opportunities, and 
tips for how best to take advantage of ESE supports.  
 

Best, 

 

Heather Peske, Ed.D. 
Senior Associate Commissioner for Instructional Support 
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Mark Your Calendar! 

November 7: ESE’s Literacy 

Institute about Promoting 

Vocabulary to Build Knowledge: 

Key Strategies in Early Childhood 

Contexts. Here is your last chance 

to register! (Devens, MA) 

December 2: Due date for Title III 

FY17 grants (initial and carryover). 

Here is a list of eligible FY17 Title 

III districts. If your district does not 

intend to apply for an initial FY17 

Title III grant, please email Melanie 

Manares. Reminder: initial FY17 

grants must be submitted through 

the ESE’s Web Based Monitoring 

System. FY17 carryover grants go 

through the Security Portal 

DropBox. 

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3096473/Center-for-Instructional-Support-e-Newsletter-Sign-Up
http://bit.ly/2fnVxZ8
http://bit.ly/2fnVxZ8
http://bit.ly/2eUQiLV
mailto:mmanares@doe.mass.edu
mailto:mmanares@doe.mass.edu
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3132305/Instructional-Support-Newsletter-Feedback-Form
https://twitter.com/maschoolsk12
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Join Our Team! 
We are looking to hire three great people for positions that will directly impact the 
quality of education for all PK-12 students in the Commonwealth. Please apply 
and/or share! 
 

The Director of STEM will be responsible for developing an articulated vision for 
STEM in the Commonwealth, integrating this vision with ESE’s core strategies, and 
leading and managing implementation. Further, the implementation of the next 
generation MCAS (or “MCAS 2.0”) in the spring 2017 will give us a terrific 
opportunity to continue to align and integrate standards, curriculum, instruction and 
assessments.  

The Leadership Effectiveness Coordinator will have lead responsibility for policies 
and programs related to sustaining and increasing educator effectiveness across 
Massachusetts.  

The Social Studies Specialist will lead the revision of the Massachusetts Curriculum 
Framework for History and Social Science, which was last revised in 2003. ESE is 
looking for someone with deep knowledge and understanding of history and social 
science, demonstrated experience managing internal and external stakeholders to 
meet ambitious outcome goals, and an understanding of the nexus and power of 
curriculum standards and assessments. 

 

February 14, 2017 and repeated on 

February 15, 2017: Annual 

Instructional Support Convening 

(Marlborough, MA). Please note 

that this conference replaces the 

separate Fall and Spring 

Convenings that ESE hosted in 

previous years. 

April 3, 2017: Arts Literacy 

Conference (Devens, MA) 

May 8, 2017: Civics Literacy 
Conference (Edward M. Kennedy 
Institute, Boston) 

 
 

Educator Development 
 

 

First Statewide Mentoring & Induction Report Released 
Over the summer, 232 districts, charter schools and education collaboratives submitted reports 
about their local programs to orient and support new educators. This was the first year that 
ESE used a uniform, streamlined reporting system to gather mentoring and induction 
information. 
 

The 2016 MA Induction and Mentoring Report provides a snapshot of the components and 
practices of mentoring programs across the state. In addition to data displays, the report 
discusses common challenges that induction programs face and how some districts are 
overcoming them. Readers can also follow links to tools and resources that participating 
districts use in their own mentoring programs. The report and embedded resources can help 
answer questions like: 

 How do districts select their mentors? 

 Where do I find more mentors for my new administrators? 

 What do mentors and mentees do with their time together? 

 When and how do districts find time for mentors and mentees to meet? 
 

Responses showed a few trends across several survey items. New teachers tend to receive 
more frequent and structured supports than new administrators do, with Specialized 
Instructional Support Personnel receiving the least amount of mentoring support. Many 
districts – including smaller districts – reported difficulty finding enough mentors for 
administrators and other educators with uncommon roles. The report offers some suggestions 
based on districts’ practices.  
 

 

Online Courses 
on Foundations 

for Inclusive 
Practice 

ESE has sponsored the 

creation of two online 

courses to help 

educators meet the 

needs of all learners in 

inclusive settings. 

These courses are self-

paced and free to 

Massachusetts 

educators. The courses 

are also one way for 

Massachusetts 

educators to earn the 

15 professional 

development points in 

"effective schooling for 

students with 

disabilities and 

http://bit.ly/2f5Mfxk
http://bit.ly/2eNqdRC
http://bit.ly/2eNqdRC
http://bit.ly/2eUOwul
http://www.doe.mass.edu/educators/mentor/2016/MakingTime.docx
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One interesting finding from the report is the areas identified as those in which new teachers 
and administrators are most in need of improvement align well with the topics that are most 
frequently focal points for mentor-mentee discussions, according to respondents (see tables 
below). 
 

New teacher areas for improvement Frequent focal points for teacher-mentor 
interactions 

Standard I, A. Curriculum and 
Planning 

72% Curriculum/content 84% 

Standard II, A. Instruction 52% Pedagogy/instructional strategies 81% 

Standard I, B. Assessment 45% Assessment strategies 64% 

Standard II, B. Learning 
Environment 

40% School/district culture 55% 

 

New administrator areas for improvement Frequent focal points for administrator-
mentor interactions 

Standard I, D. Evaluation 62% Educator evaluation 84% 

Standard II, E. Fiscal Systems 24% Budget 57% 
 

instruction of students 

with diverse learning 

styles" that are 

required to renew a 

professional license.  

The courses are 
Foundations for 
Inclusive Practice: 
Administrator and 
Foundations for 
Inclusive Practice: 
Educator. They present 
a rigorous and 
engaging sequence of 
professional 
development about 
meeting the needs of 
all students. Educators 
can register at the 
Guidebook for 
Inclusive Practice 
website. 
 

Teacher and Principal Advisory Cabinets 

On September 29, ESE kicked off the 2016-
17 Teacher and Principal Advisory Cabinets. 
These outstanding educators will spend the 
year working closely with ESE on four 
projects:  

 Performance Rubric Review: 
helping ESE understand how the 
performance rubrics are being used 
in practice and working on 
recommending areas for 

improvement, such as 
opportunities to address 
redundancy and updates to 
descriptors to more meaningfully capture exemplary practice.  

 Identifying Key Principles of Assessment Literacy: identifying key assessment literacy skills that should be a focus 
of educator preparation, educator growth, and professional development.     

 Supporting Beginning Educators through District and Preparation Program Partnerships: informing and providing 
ESE with an outline of proposed expectations/requirements for a route to professional licensure that will allow 
individuals to earn the final level of licensure (professional) through a program that emphasizes classroom-based 
induction and mentoring supports.  

 Developing a Performance System for Educator Preparation Programs: providing ESE with the crucial district 
perspective on what makes a strong first-year teacher and how our existing data metrics can inform our 
educator preparation programs.  

The cabinets will meet next on November 16th and 17th. We will feature their work regularly in Teachers’ Top Three, 
which you can sign up for here!  

 (L to R) Teachers Jessica Lander (Lowell High School), Chih McDermott (B.M.C. Durfee 
High School, Fall River) and Karene-Sean Hines (James P. Timilty Middle School, Boston) 

work together on a “Telling Your Story” activity. 

http://bit.ly/2efJDO1
http://bit.ly/2efJDO1
http://bit.ly/2efJDO1
http://bit.ly/2eUNyOO
http://bit.ly/2f5TOUP
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Educator Preparation 

 

Opportunity: Strengthen District-Prep Partnerships 
Preparation programs and school districts that have strong partnerships enjoy a talent pipeline of high-quality educators 
who are much better prepared to meet the specific needs of the schools that hire them. ESE is offering grant funding for 
districts and preparation programs to build more intentional and mutually beneficial systems for recruiting, developing, 
placing, and retaining new teachers, particularly in the hardest to staff roles. We are looking for innovative solutions that 
will serve as models for the rest of the Commonwealth. Please apply! We will be accepting applications until December 
5th. For more information about the importance of partnerships and what we are doing to help develop them, please 
check our website.  

Elevate Preparation Impact Children (EPIC) 
In 2015, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation awarded ESE with 
grant funding to launch a number of initiatives designed to 
improve educator preparation in Massachusetts. These initiatives 
build on the work that had already been underway. Their goals are 
to: 

 Deepen and extend the quality of field-based experiences 
for candidates 

 Promote and support data-driven analysis and continuous 
improvement among providers 

 Integrate the efforts of providers and partners to meet the 
increasing demands for human capital in the PK–12 sector 

ESE is working closely with the field to achieve these goals. You can 
read all about our projects here.  

 

Stay Informed 
Ed Prep has its own quarterly newsletter! Please sign up by emailing edprep@doe.mass.edu 

 

English Language Acquisition and Academic Achievement 
 

 

Professional Development for Educators of English Learners 
For the 2016-17 school year, ESE is offering a robust suite of professional 
development options for all educators of English Learners: administrators, 
coaches, content & language teachers, professional development facilitators, 
and other staff working with English Learners, including a variety of World-
Class Instructional Design and Assessment (WIDA) and Sheltered English 
Immersion (SEI) offerings. 
 

In addition, this year ESE launched ESL Model Curriculum Unit (MCU) 
Facilitator Training. These four-day sessions led an intense exploration of the 
Next Generation ESL MCU Project so that participants left with confidence 
about providing professional development and facilitating the project’s ESL 
curriculum design framework with in-district colleagues. Successful 
participants receive a certificate and may apply for graduate credit. ESE plans 
to offer these trainings again next summer. Vendors are also available.  

Finally, we’d like to highlight Online Professional Learning Modules from 
WIDA, which are available to WIDA Consortium members via the secure 
website login. Online Learning Modules are designed to provide engaging 

 

Rethinking Equity in the 
Teaching of English Language 

Learners (RETELL) 
In an effort to make Sheltered English 
Immersion (SEI) Endorsement courses 
more widely available to educators, ESE 
posted an open, rolling Request for 
Response (RFR) to approve new 
providers of the course. School districts, 
collaboratives, and vendors may submit 
a bid to become an approved provider. 
Approved districts may choose to 
charge a fee or to provide the course to 
their educators at no cost, and may also 
choose to offer the course to educators 
from outside of their district. Many 
districts have already applied, been 
approved, and are offering courses 

http://bit.ly/2eNkvyW
http://bit.ly/2aBtD7z
http://bit.ly/2fnYZ5U
http://bit.ly/2fxDH57
mailto:edprep@doe.mass.edu
http://bit.ly/2fxDIFV
http://bit.ly/2fxDIFV
https://www.wida.us/professionaldev/educatorresources/learningModules.aspx
https://www.wida.us/professionaldev/educatorresources/learningModules.aspx
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learning opportunities anytime, anywhere. Available modules include: 
1. WIDA Tutorial: Introduction to the 2012 Amplified WIDA ELD 

Standards 
2. WIDA's Taking Action for ELLs: Foundational Concepts: Educators 

will be able to build their awareness of ELLs, explore the WIDA ELD 
Standards Framework, and take action in their classroom. 

3. WIDA's Engaging ELLs: Teaching to Student Strengths (coming soon): 
Educators, like you, will be able to create a student portrait to help 
leverage students' interests, strengths, and cultural and linguistic 
backgrounds to support language development and academic 
success. 

For more information on any of these professional learning opportunities, 
including additional face-to-face WIDA and other workshops, please visit the 
OELAAA Professional Development page, or email us. 

beginning this school year.   

To apply, please review the information 
in the RFR carefully and submit a bid 
according to the instructions on 
COMMBUYS. You must meet all criteria 
outlined in Attachment A and 
Amendment I. Here is a link to the RFR. 

 

District Spotlight – Lynn ESL Specialist Workshops 

 

Lynn Public Schools, an urban school district, is ensuring that their ESL teachers are given opportunities to improve 
instructional practices AND earn 15 hours of ESL PD required to renew their licenses by establishing monthly ESL 
Specialist monthly workshops/trainings. Participation is voluntarily and is conducted after school. ESL Coaches and other 
members of the Language Support Services Office facilitate the workshops/trainings using a variety of platforms to 
engage ESL teachers. For example, the group has completed book studies, analyzed articles, watched and discussed 
videos on best practices, and analyzed/discussed student work samples through carousel walks. The interactive and 
collaborative nature of these workshops/trainings has made them very popular, and has improved instruction in 
classrooms according to the feedback provided by school principals.  
 

Over the past three years, the number of participants at these monthly ESL Specialist workshops/trainings continues to 
grow. Last month, 40 ESL teachers from across the city were in attendance. When asked why these collaborative 
meetings have been a success, Director of Language Support Services Joan Martineau said, “We offer opportunities for 
ESL teachers to connect with each other; be part of a team, get good ideas to put into practice, interact on assessment 
issues, examine student work samples and reflect on the readings. We try to be proactive regarding issues and find that 
there is always more ‘to be continued’ for next month.” 
 

If you would like to learn more details about their work, feel free to contact Joan Martineau, Director of Language 
Support Services in Lynn, at 781-477-7220 ext. 3161 or email martineauj@lynnschools.org. 

 
 

Literacy & Humanities 

 

Last Chance! Register for ESE’s Literacy Institute on November 7 
There is limited space available for ESE’s first Institute – the topic is Promoting Vocabulary to Build Knowledge: 
Key Strategies in Early Childhood Contexts. It is a full day event held in Devens, MA. Click here to register, but please 
don’t delay! Registration closes on Wednesday, November 2nd. 

 

Revision of the Massachusetts ELA/Literacy 
and Mathematics Curriculum Frameworks 

In December 2015, following a vote to develop a Next-
Generation MCAS, the Board of Elementary and Secondary 
Education directed ESE to consult with K–16 educators, 
curriculum specialists, and others to identify possible 
changes to the Massachusetts ELA/Literacy and 
Mathematics Curriculum Frameworks based on lessons 

 

Focus on Early Literacy 
For the 2016–17 school year, five collaboratives 
representing 12 districts are participating in the Focus on 
Early Literacy Grant. Through this grant, over 360 
educators will work to cultivate high-quality learning 
environments for students in the early grades through 
experience with current education research, models of 
high-quality early literacy instruction, and direct district 

http://bit.ly/2efHa6o
http://bit.ly/2efHa6o
http://bit.ly/2eNoYlq
http://bit.ly/2eUPZRr
http://bit.ly/2fxDIFV
mailto:OELAAAPD@doe.mass.edu
http://bit.ly/2dVUA8V
mailto:martineauj@lynnschools.org
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3081591/6be8b5b3c2c4
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learned from implementation of the standards over the 
previous five years. The goal was to make recommendations 
that would meaningfully improve the Frameworks without 
causing unnecessary disruption to districts’ systems of 
curriculum and assessment. 
 

The process of reviewing and revising the Frameworks is 
being conducted in three phases. During Phase 1 (January–
July 2016), ESE engaged stakeholders and gathered 
recommendations in two ways: by convening a statewide 
review panel and by posting an online survey. Phase 2 (July–
October 2016) entailed the incorporation of feedback 
gathered during Phase 1 into revised drafts of both 
Frameworks in consultation with a group of content advisors 
for each subject area. In Phase 3 (November 2016–Spring 
2017), ESE will ask the Board to release the draft 
Frameworks for public comment, gather and synthesize 
input during a public comment period, finalize proposed 
revisions, and bring updated drafts to the Board for a vote 
on their adoption.  
 

Please check our website for more details on the review 
process. 

support. Participants will have the opportunity to engage 
in three statewide literacy institutes focused on 
supporting literacy growth and development in the 
classroom. The first institute, “Promoting Vocabulary to 
Build Knowledge: Key Strategies in Early Childhood 
Contexts,” is scheduled for November 7, 2016 and will be 
facilitated by Dr. Nonie Lesaux from the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education. Participants will have the 
opportunity to learn effective practices for teaching 
vocabulary and design plans for transferring these 
practices into their own classrooms. Afternoon breakout 
sessions and follow-up regional meetings will provide 
educators with the opportunity to dig deeper into the 
content and collaborate with other districts on 
implementation and classroom practice. Follow-up 
district and school support will be provided by an Early 
Literacy Specialist from a local educational collaborative.  
 

For more information on the literacy institutes, contact 
Lauren McBride at Lmcbride@doe.mass.edu. 

 

 
 

History-Social Studies/Civics 
 

 

Framework Revision 
Later this school year, ESE will begin the process of revising the MA History and Social Science Curriculum Framework. 
ESE has named 43 panelists to serve on the panel that will make recommendations for revisions to the standards. While 
the panel includes representatives from higher education as well as nonprofit and community organizations, the 
majority of panelists are educators currently serving in PK–12 schools and districts in the Commonwealth. 
 

For the first phase of the work, between January 1 and June 30, 2017, the panel will meet for three full-day sessions to 
develop a set of proposed recommendations for revising the Framework. The panel will begin the second phase of its 
work, focused on rewriting the learning standards, during the fall and winter of the 2017–18 school year. Although the 
timeline is subject to change, a set of draft standards may be available for public comment by the end of the 2017–18 
school year, with the goal of presenting a final version to the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education for a vote 
on adoption during the following school year. In order to gain feedback that will inform the revision process, ESE 
encourages educators and others to offer comments on the current Framework and suggestions for its revision via a 
web form that will be posted later this fall. 

http://bit.ly/2efGXA0
mailto:Lmcbride@doe.mass.edu
http://bit.ly/2fxECTc
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Civic Learning and Engagement Task Force - 
Keep the discussion going! 

Last year, ESE formed the Civic Learning and Engagement 
Task Force. This group of educators from K–12 and other 
organizations will continue to meet this year with the goal 
of offering recommendations on how Massachusetts can 
strengthen civic learning and engagement for students. ESE 
encourages participation in this statewide discussion 
through a (short!) survey posted here. 

 
 
 

Science, Technology, Engineering & Math (STEM) 
 

 

Massachusetts Adopts New Digital Literacy and Computer Science Standards 
In June, the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education voted unanimously to adopt new digital literacy and 
computer science standards, giving the state's public school students their first statewide computer science curriculum 
framework. The standards are intended to prepare all students to engage with technology in the context of civic life, 
college and work by updating expectations for digital literacy, such as appropriate online behavior, how to avoid online 
safety hazards, and the importance of reporting cyberbullying.  
 

“These standards will help our students think about problem solving in new ways and introduce them to valuable skills 
they will need in today's economy,” said Paul Sagan, chairman of the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education.  
 

“Children can begin to grasp and build on the principles of computer science at a very young age,” said Elementary and 
Secondary Education Commissioner Mitchell Chester. “I hope schools in the Commonwealth will carefully consider how 
these standards can connect to other subjects and give students important and engaging new areas to explore.” 
 

To support district implementation of the DLCS standards, ESE will continue to collaborate with the Massachusetts 
Computing Attainment Network on professional development, course development, and implementation. ESE is also 
partnering with the Education Development Center, Inc. on a National Science Foundation STEM+C Design and 
Development grant. This $2.1 million award spread over three years aims to develop elementary school curriculum 
modules that integrate computational thinking in mathematics and science lessons in grades 1–6. 

 

More information about the development of the standards is posted here. Please contact us with any questions.  
 

Opportunity for Districts: Massachusetts Science Ambassadors 
Science leaders: do your educators need support in unpacking the new science standards? If so, just ask for a Science 
Ambassador! ESE, in partnership with the Museum of Science, has trained a talented team of Science Ambassadors to 
serve as guides for the 2016 Science Technology Engineering (STE) Standards. These Massachusetts educators travel the 
state to present an engaging overview of the key shifts and considerations for implementation, explain the many helpful 
resources available, and inform goal-setting.  To encourage collaboration, Ambassadors also regularly present at 
conferences, regional meetings, Head Start programs, after school and summer programs, and other gatherings. Each 
session is 1-2 hours long and focuses on the group’s specific needs. Some of the most popular session topics are:  

Meira Levinson, Professor of Education at the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education, presents at last year’s Civics Literacy Conference 
held at the Edward M. Kennedy Institute (Boston).  

http://bit.ly/2fapcQz
http://bit.ly/2fauN98
http://bit.ly/2fauN98
http://bit.ly/2eNoUCa
http://bit.ly/2esn6v3
http://bit.ly/2esn6v3
http://bit.ly/2fxCR8w
mailto:mathsciencetech@doe.mass.edu
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 The overview and rationale behind the new standards  
 Sharing Massachusetts’ vision for PreK-12 science education 
 Integrating science and engineering practices 
 Implications for curriculum and instruction 

ESE follows up on every session to gather feedback, offer technical assistance as 
needed, support your next steps, and questions. Science leaders are invited to email 
Scienceambassadors@doe.mass.edu with your proposed date(s), time and details 
about the audience. 
 

 

 

 

Contact Us! 
To continuously improve this newsletter, we need your feedback! Please fill out this short survey and tell us how we 

can make this newsletter more helpful to your work.   
 

Instructional Support 
InstructionalSupport@doe.mass.edu 

 
Educator Development: 

 EducatorDevelopment@doe.mass.edu 
 

Educator Preparation:  

EdPrep@doe.mass.edu 

 

 

 

Language Acquisition & Academic Achievement: 

ell@doe.mass.edu 

 

Literacy & Humanities:  

 literacy@doe.mass.edu 

 

Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics: 

mathsciencetech@doe.mass.edu 

 

 

 

To receive the e-Newsletter in your inbox, please sign up here. To unsubscribe, please just send us an email with 
the subject line “Unsubscribe.”  

 

 

 

mailto:Scienceambassadors@doe.mass.edu
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3132305/Instructional-Support-Newsletter-Feedback-Form
mailto:InstructionalSupport@doe.mass.edu
mailto:EducatorDevelopment@doe.mass.edu
mailto:EdPrep@doe.mass.edu
mailto:ell@doe.mass.edu
mailto:literacy@doe.mass.edu
mailto:mathsciencetech@doe.mass.edu
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3096473/Center-for-Instructional-Support-e-Newsletter-Sign-Up
mailto:InstructionalSupport@doe.mass.edu

